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Don't worry . Be happy! This Strubel is only undergoing paper thickness testing on
an Etalon Microselect digital read-out micrometer . Herbert Brach has done
considerable research on the subject of Strubel paper thickness . An article reporting
his findings begins on page 49 .
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HENRY'S GENERAL STORE

by HENRY RATZ

It's still too early to tell how many we scared away with the
increase in dues . However, I'm happy to announce that four
members took us up on our offer of life membership without
waiting for the outcome of the vote (the change was almost
unanimously approved) . We also received a bundle of cash
donations, some in 3-digit amounts! Our financial situation has
improved dramatically and your caring and generosity is much
appreciated . All we need now is to find plenty of new members
and a ton of manuscripts to keep Tell as interesting as possible for
everyone . To that effect, I will quote one member who wrote, "in
my opinion, Tell is already great as is ; hopefully in 1990 I'll get off
my derrière and contribute an article or two ." That's the spirit! All
you have to do now, is whip the lazy flesh a bit so Tell will show
greater variety from an expanded number of contributors.

Talking about variety, the shopping list of AHPS members for
topics in Tell turned out to be, let us say, extensive . The eight
most requested topics were:

1) Specialized material, flaws, varieties, etc .: Sounds like a lot
of you have all the pigeonholes filled with the regular Swiss stuff
and now you want to go after the more exotic items . And for that,
you want to see more pictures and information than you can find
in the Zumstein Specialized . Back in 1983, one member from
Colorado started what promised to be a rather thorough serial
exposé in Tell on errors and varieties . But he stopped abruptly, for
apparent lack of interest by the readership . Nobody contacted him
and he was, like we do so often, writing into a vacuum . Writers
get frustrated when there are no echoes.

Since so many of you indicated an interest in this area, I believe
there is enough of a base to form a separate Study Group . But, it
is up to individual members to step forward, call for participants,
and do the necessary leg work . It's strictly for self-starters and
usually requires a couple of good draft horses to pull the wagon.
As I've said before, seed money will be made available for any
honest effort.

I'd like to offer a technical tip for potential writers in this field.
When you wish to show some of these flaws in Tell, don't just
make a xerox of the stamp or shoot your own B&W photograph.
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Instead, spend the extra buck and take it to a local printer and ask
him to give you a screened (100-line) positive photoprint, shot on
a professional printer 's camera . Anything less is not worth your
effort and will discourage readers as they can't see what you're
talking about in a lousy reproduction.

2) Forgeries, fake detection of stamps and cancels : See my
remarks in my previous column.

3) Airmails, special flights, early flights, etc .: The best that I
can do in this area is to translate some articles from earlier SBZs.
Additional material has to come from the specialists among us.

4) Soldier stamps, military mail and internment camp mail : See
my remarks in my previous column.

5) Plating of Rayons.
6) Booklets, tête-bêche and se-tenants : Several excellent articles

on this subject have appeared in past Tells and its predecessor, four
of which I can cite here: Sophie Buser in Stamps, Dec . 1940;
George Caldwell in Helvetia Bulletin, Jan. 1956; Fred Lesser in Tell,
April 1978 ; and Howard Bauman in Tell, Aug . & Sept. 1983 . As
time permits, I will review all these to see if we really need to
highlight this topic again. In the meantime, if you are in a hurry,
call for copies of the above articles from the APRL.

7) Anything historical.
8) Strubels: One member promised to send me his Hunziker

book so I can evaluate the effort required to translate this important
work (assuming we can obtain permission) . Another member asked,
"Why are Strubels considered so important by dealers?" They are,
obviously, no more important that any other issue of the past.
However, their variety (different printings, color shades, paper
thicknesses, and silk threads) offers a very large field to be
explored . If you feel dealers are pushing this merchandise more
than any other, it would simply indicate that they have more in
stock or have found a way to make more profit in this area . This
collecting field might be a bit out of favor in Switzerland right
now, which could result in excess stock drifting in larger quantities
overseas, thus forcing a higher sales pitch here in the U .S. Judging
from reading one dealer's prose and prices, he has done extremely
well with this issue lately . And, the increased disposable income of
the 1980 boom years shows that you guys like this issue.

Among the responses, two points made by members drew my
attention. One wrote, "How about a half- or full-page of advertise-
ments between members only to buy, sell or exchange Swiss and
Liechtenstein material? Not giving just one or two guys priority.
[Advertisers] should not be a business; no dealers ; just collectors
unloading or looking for missing items ." This is a suggestion that
was already made in a letter in the previous Tell . I'm all for it;
but you had, and still have, that very same opportunity, Mini-Ads
which are free within a reasonable limit to all members.

The problem is that members are not using them enough to make
an impact . Our Editor tells me that he counted only 18 Mini-Ads
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placed during 1989 ; that's a measly 0 .7% utilization (18 ads / (425

members x 6 issues)) . To make them more visible, I urged Steve to
create a real "Bulletin Board" where you can hang up your notices.
He is reluctant to do so because he fears that you are not going to
fill it . Let's give it a try and see if the activity will pick up.
[O .K ., a Mini-Ad section is on page 63 . —Ed .]

Needless to say, I have to reject the above member's notion that
we give priority (or extend privileges) to a select few . We all have
the same rights; some of us simply have a few more obligations.

One member's comment reflects best what's bugging several other
readers, "You always state what exhibits won medals ; but nothing
is shown of the exhibit itself to give people ideas . I would like to
know more about exhibits on Switzerland which members have in
judged competitions : type of material, time period, what they feel
could be exhibited to win, etc ."

Your point is well taken ; I get the impression that several of you
would like to put an exhibit together but feel a bit insecure.
Although I'm not an exhibitor by choice, I attend shows frequently
and I'll see what we can put together to provide some ideas and
tips. Displaying a good cross section of a winning exhibit is,
unfortunately, well beyond the means of Tell's limited format,
budget, and print quality . But, I might get something together that
is representative . Patience please!

One technical question appeared again; like leap year, you can
count on this question reappearing, "What is vergé paper?" Well,
vergé paper is a fine writing paper made with cotton fiber content
either by hand or by slow machines . The metal mesh of the screen,
through which the water drains away from the paper mass, remains
visible in the finished sheet as a fine, light grid of parallel lines.
However, no such paper was used in the production of the few
Swiss stamps that are so indicated in the Zumstein Specialized.
Note that Zumstein specifically says, "similar to vergé paper." The
pattern that can be seen by holding these stamps against a light
source is that of fine, slightly less opaque parallel lines about 1-
1 .5 mm apart . The source of this pattern " imprint " was deteriorat-
ing packing blankets on the impression cylinder on the stamp press,
following hours of high pressure and vibration . Simply stated, the
felt fabric mesh backed with vulcanized rubber started collapsing,
creating high and low spots . The high spots squeezed the slightly
moist fibers of the paper web as it was passing through, thus
rendering them more transparent.

I have two "vergé paper" stamps for sale as a result of a dispute:
Z.242/9 and Z.245/9 . Both are mint hinged ; the gum is slightly
disturbed, but the fronts are perfect . The best offer over $20, paid
to AHPS as a donation, will get these two beauties.

Some of you complained about the poor quality of the SBZ
mailing wrapper. True; that recycled stuff isn't worth beans ; the
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journals arrived either crumpled or missing altogether . Rather than
complaining to the Verein which could increase our dues, I suggest
that you do what I did a few years ago, which was to write Buri
Druck directly and complain on an individual basis . You will then
see the nice pouch they use (too heavy though) . My suggestions of
using poly shrink-wrap or Tyvex mailers have gone unheeded . It's
tough to tell the Swiss how to do their job.

How old is our crowd? Well, after counting almost 300 returns
from 96% of you responding to my age question, I compiled an age
profile of our society. The median age is slightly more than 58 ; the
youngest member is 26 and the oldest is 89 . Can we draw any
conclusions? Yes ; most of the membership are in their prime years;
and, we need to double our effort to recruit fresh and springier

blood. More about that at a later date.

How much do members spend with the Swiss PTT? Unfor-
tunately, my question was ambiguous because I didn't specify that
your response should be in dollars or francs . I was thinking dollars
and some of you may have assumed francs; so, the analysis may be
off a bit. In any event, of the 300 returns, 154 members indicated
that they have an account with the Swiss PTT and spend a total of
over $21,000 on new issues annually, which works out to about $141

per buying member.
The rest of you are apparently no longer interested in new

Helvetia stamps or cancels, at least not the minty type . Membership
age has something to do with this, as several members indicated
they dropped out 10-15 years ago . Others said they either dislike

the modern designs or disagree with some of the new issue policies.
Others said they stopped buying after their banknotes were rifled

in the mail between here and Bern . Someone in the mailstream has
learned to spot the official preprinted envelopes of the Swiss PTT.
The metallic security thread in Swiss banknotes may also be part of
the problem as it would be detected during checks of international
mail before being loaded onto aircraft . Whatever, I urge you to use
checks, bank drafts or Visa for payments.

The point I was trying to prove was that our members spend a
fair amount with the PTT and we ought to receive some support
from them in the form of an advertisement . Well, the first one
arrived in time for the January issue of Tell.
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Readers' Requests (continued):
Fiscal Stamps of Switzerland : How can I break it to you gently?

We used to have three experts in this field: one passed away, one
moved to Switzerland, and one is mad at us . I don't think we'll get
much more to read in Tell about this specialty field which is not
really covered and collected in Switzerland (unlike here where it is
an important part of back-of-the-book philately) . Those who wish
to keep up should contact member Gene Kelly (Steinerstrasse 15,
CH-8253 Diessenhofen, Switzerland) regarding his newsletter and
catalogs about Swiss fiscals.

William Tell ; fact or fiction?: I
don't know why this question keeps
coming up. If you believe there
was a man named Moses who could
part the Red Sea, could come back
from a mountain climb with two
pieces of slate zapped with rules of
conduct for humanity by a higher
power, if you believe there was a
man named El Dorado who was
covered and dripping with gold and
put the entire Spanish nation into a
drooling frenzy, if you believe there
was a man named Lech Walesa who
brought down a misguided political
ideology in a matter of months, then
you have got to believe there was a
hunter and citizen named William
Tell who helped shape the beginnings of the Helvetic fatherland.
Every culture has its folk heros. Gossip and sagas that surround
them are part of the communication skills that separate man from
the other primates . Folk heros are as important in the evolution of
a people and their sociopolitical entities as water, bread, air and
religion.

That the Swiss champion of liberty is armed is not too surprising.
After all, he is the descendant of some long lines of, at times rather
belligerent, celtic Helvetii tribes mixed with a good dose of Roman
warrior blood . But he is not alone; that mythical hunter figure who
has to aim closely at his own son to save his hide exists also in the
Danish folk saga as Toko ; the Scots know him as William Cloudesly;
the old allemanic tribes knew him as Egill, the brother of Wieland.

I think most of the controversy and doubt comes from Schiller's
powerful freedom drama written in 1804 . He gave his characters
strong faces and very eloquent speech . But Schiller was a very
serious writer; he did not cook this soup without proper research.
And there was plenty to research. Many plays were performed
around the Vierwaldstättersee during the 14th and 15th centuries
celebrating Tell as the hero in the locals' struggle to shake off the
shackles of the oppressive Habsburg vassals . The White Book of
Sarnen, the official chronicle of the early Swiss Confederation,
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records in 1470 the story of the Tell family and links them squarely
with the men who swore the pledge of mutual assistance on the
Rütli . Tell was also documented in Tschudi's Chronicon Helveticum
of 1735 and von Müller ' s History of the Swiss Confederation in
1790, both of which were used by Schiller as a backdrop for his
drama of freedom.

As recently as a year ago, there was again some controversy
started by a historian who questioned the validity of the story on
the basis of his assessment that the crossbow did not yet exist when
the event supposedly took place (1289-91) . Sounds like horse-
feathers to me . The crossbow is a very old arm, invented, like
many other tools, by the Chinese . The gadget is a logical, evolu-
tionary development of the slingshot and the bow and arrow, made
more accurate with the forging of iron and by directing the
projectile along a grooved guide . Some Roman special weapons
platoons were equipped with it a thousand years before our Willie
Tell was born; and some of these legionnaires remained in Tell's
heartland after the collapse of the Roman empire.

Now, we still have to link this story with stamps to make it
eligible for our Tell . The question remains : which design is the
proper one? Tellboy design Type I or Type II? And, to close this
episode in a rather old saga, here is a cartoon that proves that we
also have a serious case of discrimination: all was set but somehow
they forgot to consult with the apple maggot . . ..
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

Military fieldpost fans may be inter-
ested in a new brochure produced by
the Swiss PTT: 100 Jahre Feldpost in
der Schweiz 1889-1989, by Arthur
Wyss; German and French language
editions, April 1989 ; 30 pages.

Produced to mark the centennial of
Switzerland 's military fieldpost services,
it was printed in about 84" by 11" for-
mat with many black and white photo-
graphs and selected military postmark
illustrations ; a number of military labels
(soldier stamps) are shown in color . A
lot of information is presented in twelve
chapters describing military mail from
ancient times, through three war peri-
ods, and ending with the present.

Available at no cost but in limited
quantities (it may already be unavail-
able). Specify German or French edi-
tion when writing the Feldpostdirektion,
CH-3030 Bern, Switzerland.

K-cancel collectors may wish to obtain the K Handbook
Supplement No.4 issued by the SVP in January . It includes 180
new cancellations issued in 1988/89, and new index lists.

ATM and coil collectors may be interested in joining the Swiss
Coil Collectors Group (Schweizerischer Rollenmarkensammler-
Verein) which publishes a bi-monthly German language information
bulletin . Membership is sFr . 35 .-; address is : Dr. H. Widmer,
Markircherstrasse 38, CH-4055 Basel.

Of general interest is the German language bulletin of the Study
Group Switzerland (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Schweiz) . Membership is
DM 40.-; write Rudolf Dewina, Havelstrasse 9, 5300 Bonn 1, West
Germany.

Swiss maximum card collectors may wish to join the Association
Maximaphile Suisse which publishes an annual French language
bulletin and provides a new issue service for MKs. Address is:
Case postale 289, CH-1217 Meyrin 1, Switzerland ; membership is
sFr . 30.—. Remainders of prior years' MKs are also available.

Booklet collectors already know that the Swiss PTT will not
provide the 1989 PP booklet(s) to their standing order customers
because they had nothing to do with their sale (only partly true).
However, due to many complaints about this matter, arrangements
have been made to provide the 1990 PP booklet to customers . Since
PP booklet No .1 will not be listed in Zumstein, what about booklet
No.2? Or, the new Pro Sport booklet?
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AHPS Treasurer's Report - 1989
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Paper Thickness of Strubels

	
Herbert Brach

The various paper designations "thin," "medium strong" and
"thick" that are used to describe the papers employed in the printing
of the various Strubel issues in the Zumstein catalog, which are
further defined in the 1924 Zumstein Handbuch as thin paper,
0.04-0.06mm; medium strong paper, 0 .07-0.08mm; thick paper,
0.09-0.14mm; left me, as I am sure it has other collectors, dissatis-
fied when faced with the reality of the stamps in my collection, as
has the absence of a clear dividing line between stamps printed on
Munich (Pasing) and Zürich (Sihl) papers . This moved me to
undertake my own measuring project.

It must be stressed at the very outset that this is an ongoing
study and that the results reported and the conclusions reached are
based on the work performed so far. In areas where the sample
size was too small to form a valid statistical basis, future changes
can and must be expected . The active aid of fellow philatelists is
invited to help carry the project to a conclusion.

Measuring Tool : Fittingly, I used a Swiss micrometer for this
work, the Etalon "Microselect" Digital Read-out micrometer, with
a range of 0-25mm, manufactured by Pierre Roch Ltd . of Rolle (see
cover illustration) . The head and anvil are flat and circular with a
5mm diameter . It is mounted on a stand, thus freeing both hands
for the work, and has the enormous advantage that the knurled
setting cylinder which rotates the spindle begins to idle the moment
positive contact has been established with the specimen being
measured. This eliminates differences in readings stemming from
differences in pressure exerted by different operators or even the
same operator; it also eliminates the danger of affecting the stamps.

While the micrometer came with a certification that it was
accurate within the Swiss Federal, BS, VSM and DIN specifications,
I had it calibrated by a precision instrument service on equipment
traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology,
maintained under Mil .Std . 45662 . They extended a certificate of
accuracy of 0.01 mm. In the actual range employed, 0 .060mm to
0.120mm, I found the instrument to be accurate to easily within
0.002mm in any number of actual rechecks.

Measuring Technique : As a result of the usual
trial and error method, I developed a standard
technique of measuring the thickness of each stamp . This
consists of taking eight measurements on each speci-
men and averaging the results . The standard locations
of measurement adopted are shown at the right.

The first four measurements are taken across the
width of the bottom edge of the stamp (the top edge cannot be used
because hinge remains or adhesive left behind from previous
hinging distort true readings) . Next, two measurements are made
at the two side edges at about the half-way mark of the height of
the stamp. Last, two measurements are made on either side of the
head of Helvetia.
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Care must be exercised to avoid measuring in areas where there
are hinge remains, across the silk thread, or areas where there may
be residual gum or envelope paper . It is easy to locate these spots,
as the thickness reading immediately indicates a larger than standard
deviation from the norm.

The deviation among the eight readings is normally within 5% on
any particular specimen, with 8% being an extreme that can still be
considered normal . The consistency of the reading across the area
of any given stamp is amazing ; curiously enough, no violent swings
in measurement can be observed in going from embossed areas to
non-embossed areas . Any deviation from the norm of as much as
10% is an immediate indication that an area of hinge, gum or paper
remains, or the silk thread have been hit ; if the measurement is low
by as much as 10%, you have located a thin in the stamp.

A typical measurement (an actual sample), may go as follows (in
mm): 0 .099, 0 .104, 0.103, 0.100, 0 .102, 0 .103, 0 .118, 0 .104. The
seventh measurement (0 .118), next to Helvetia's head, hit the edge
of a hinge-remain area. After a slight repositioning, the hinge was
avoided and a measurement of 0 .104 was obtained. The paper
thickness of the stamp in question is reported as 0 .102mm, using a
mathematical average. Maximum deviation from average in this
particular case was 3% and the difference between the lowest and
highest reading is 5%; this is fairly typical, but up to 7% or even
8% between minimum and maximum readings occurs with some
frequency. Anything higher is suspicious and should lead to an
immediate reexamination of the stamp to ascertain the cause . An
exception to this "rule" are the thin "emergency" papers which will
show a little more deviation . Here is a typical reading of a stamp
that I report having a thickness of 0 .066mm: 0.067, 0.064, 0 .068,
0 .071, 0 .068, 0 .064, 0 .065, 0 .061.

Sample Size : In addition to my own collection, I was fortunate
to have the loan of a Strubel stock graciously made available by Mr.
H .L. Katcher of The Amateur Collector Ltd ., and the loan of an
approval selection of Strubels by Mr . E.L. Chalfant of Riviera
Stamps, to both of whom thanks are due . Altogether, more than
400 Strubels were measured and while that translates into an
impressive-sounding 3,000+ measurements, the size of the sample,
particularly for the Aa, E and F series was insufficient for my taste
(10, 9 and 22 stamps, respectively) and the help of fellow collectors
is actively solicited . While four copies of any one particular stamp
seems to begin to give a basis of reliability, I feel more confident
with a minimum of six copies, based on the experience gained.

Measurement Results : So as not to parade too many numbers,
averages only are shown in Table I, which tabulates the result of
the work done.

First Munich Prints (Type Aa): Thickness measurements are
amazingly constant and show values considerable higher than would
be expected from the traditional "thin paper" designation . The only
anomalous measurement is for the more yellowish shade of 26Aa
(designated here as 26Aa1), while the more greenish shade (26Aa2)
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falls right into place for this group . The size of the sample here is
too small for the generalization of the extremely high value shown.

Table I
Paper Thickness Measurements

Imperforate Sitting Helvetias (Strubels)

Subsequent Munich Prints (Type A): These show paper
thickness values very much in line with the earlier issue, again with
the exception of the 40 Rp value ; the yellowish shade (26A1) shows
slightly higher than the values for the rest of the group, while the
more greenish shade (26A2) averages values so low as to merit
designation as a thin paper variety.

First Bern Printings (Type B) : The 5, 10 and 15 Rp values are
in line with those of the Munich printings and attest to the common
origin of the paper . Curiously, the first stamp printed in Bern, the
20 Rp (25B1), which was released for sale on October 14, 1854,
shows paper thickness higher than heretofore encountered . Stamp
type 25B2 is from a later 1856/57 printing, characterized by a much
narrower horizontal setting between clichés (0 .4mm against the
earlier 0 .7mm) and exhibits a paper thickness so high as to cast
doubt as to the provenance of the paper employed.

Early Middle Bern Printings : First a word about the designation
"Middle Bern Period"; I adopted this, purely for the sake of
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convenience, to encompass all the stamps designated as Type C in
the traditionally accepted classification . These stamps saw the light
of day beginning in 1855, and while the 5 Rp and 1 Franc values
were involved in a change of silk thread color in 1856, the 10 Rp
and 40 Rp stamps (23C and 26C) went through a number of
different printings which took them well into 1859 and 1860,
respectively, before being supplanted by their Type G printings.
Thus, they overlapped not only the period of Types D, E and F
printings, but the change of paper supplier and the commencement
of printing on the mechanical press as well, and that by more than
two years . Thus they present a particular classification problem and
an attempt is being made here to separate the early printings from
the later ones.

The Early Middle Bern Printings thus include the stamps which,
judging by their paper thickness, were still printed on Munich
paper . All printings of 22C and the first two printings of 23C
printed in the Type B manner (23Ca milky blue and 23Cb light
blue) belong in this group and present no problem.

The first problem we encounter is with some 23Cc stamps,
printed in the Type G manner with tight and skewed cliché settings
of this third printing of 23C, which show a paper thickness
considerably lower than that of their otherwise similar brothers
(0 .085 vs 0 .104 mm); I designate these as 23Cc II here, because the
only two examples I have are date-stamped 1859, whereas their
brothers on thicker paper typically bear date stamps from 1857 and
1858, the reason for their designation as 23Cc I . While it does not
seem to make any sense to classify a stamp that apparently first
appeared in 1859 as belonging to an earlier period, I chose to park
it here temporarily until the provenance of the paper they are
printed on is established.

The problem with 26C is even more complicated due to the
enormous variety of printings this stamp apparently underwent ; and
I have to digress here to explain the classification used in Table I.
I found a strictly chronological classification too difficult to achieve
because of the differences found in color shadings, in paper
thickness, paper finish, embossing characteristics, and cliché
settings. I opted to group them into four color groups and then
arrange them in apparent chronological order within each group ; the
result is as follows :

Provisional 26C Classification
Green Shades: Paper thickness: 0.09mm; paper finish : fair;
embossing: trace to fair; cliché setting: vertical 1 .0mm,
horizontal larger than 0 .85mm; use period: 1855-57. This is
26C I which corresponds to Z .26Cb and is shown as such.

II .

	

Yellow Green Shades:
a. Yellow Green : Paper thickness: 0 .10mm; paper finish : very

smooth; embossing : excellent ; cliché setting : vertical larger
than 0 .9mm, horizontal 1 .2mm; use period: 1857 . This is
26C II which corresponds to Z .26Ca and is shown as such.
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b . Pale Yellow Green: Paper thickness : 0 .09mm; paper finish:
fair; embossing: flat; cliché setting: uneven and skewed,
vertical 0 .5mm, horizontal 0 .4-0 .6mm; use period: 1859.
This is 26C III.

III .

	

Emerald Shades:
a. Bright Emerald Green: Paper thickness: 0 .08mm; paper

finish: fair; embossing: excellent ; cliché setting: vertical
larger than 0.8mm, horizontal larger than 0 .4mm; use
period: prior to May 1857 . This is 26C IV.

b. Emerald Green : Paper thickness: 0.10mm; paper finish : fair
to smooth; embossing: fair to very good; cliché setting:
vertical larger than 1 .0mm, horizontal larger than 1 .0mm;
use period: January 1858 - July 1859 . This is 26C V.

c. Dull Emerald Green: Paper thickness : 0 .10mm; paper finish:
poor and fibrous; embossing: flat to trace; cliché setting:
vertical 0.3mm to larger than 0 .7mm, horizontal 0 .4-
0.5mm; use period : November 1858 - December 1859 . This
is 26C VI.

IV. Blue Green Shades:
a. Aqua: Paper thickness : 0.085mm; paper finish: good;

embossing : trace; cliché setting : vertical larger than 0 .6mm,
horizontal larger than 0 .5mm; use period: prior to May
1857 . This is 26C VII.

b. Apple Green: Paper thickness: 0.074 to 0 .081mm; paper
finish: fair ; embossing : flat to trace; cliché setting : vertical
0.3 to 0 .6mm, horizontal 0 .2 to 0 .5mm; use period : 1860.
This is 26C VIII.

c. Dark Blue Green: Paper thickness : 0 .10mm ; paper finish:
rough and fibrous ; embossing: trace to fair ; cliché setting:
skewed, vertical 0.7-0.8mm, horizontal 0 .4-0 .5mm; use
period: 1860. Printing looks like Type G . This is 26C IX.

It will quickly be perceived that while two early printings (26C
IV and 26C VII) appear in the Early Middle Bern column, so does
a very late printing, 26C VIII . On the other hand, the printing
which is considered the oldest, 26Cb, and a printing that should be
in the early group, 26Ca, are both printed on paper too thick to
qualify as Munich paper (judging solely on the basis of thickness)
and will be found in the Late Middle Bern column . This is a
problem that begs for a solution.

The 1 Franc stamp unquestionably belongs in the Early Middle
Bern column in spite of the high paper thickness reported here.
This stamp, 27C, made its appearance as early as February 1855 and
was printed on Munich paper without a doubt ; whether the Mint
selected extra strong paper sheets is merely a conjecture ; I doubt
that my statistically insufficient sample is responsible for a distorted
measurement result, as Hunziker describes the paper used for this
high-value as "strong, well-finished, usually 0 .6-0.9mm thick, but
examples of 0 .10mm and higher exist." Note the significant
difference in values being reported for 27Ca and 27Cb.
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By now we have seen enough evidence that Munich papers with
thickness as high as 0.9mm and 1 .0mm indubitably exist and it
becomes clear that paper thickness alone cannot be used to differen-
tiate between papers produced in Munich or Zürich.

Late Middle Bern Printings : This, in the tabulation, includes the
remaining Bern stamps printed prior to the change of silk thread
colors, which, judging by their paper thickness alone, were
presumably printed on early deliveries from the Zürich paper mill.
This group includes a 23C with light red thread on thick paper
(23Cc I), all 23C with dark red (carmine) thread, and the remaining
printings of 26C previously described.

Thread Color Change Prints : This includes all printings of the
5 Rp stamp with black silk thread (22D), the 15 Rp stamp with
blue silk thread (24D) and the 1 Franc with yellow silk thread
(27D). All of these stamps fall into a relatively narrow thickness
range with the exception of 27Da.

The case of 27D is particularly interesting because of the
unresolved controversy of whether left-over stocks of paper
originally produced to print the 5 Rp stamp, 22C, were used to
print 27D . The 1924 Zumstein Handbuch definitely states that this
was done . Hunziker says that 27D was definitely printed on paper
different than that used for 22C . Kuisel shows all 27D as printed
on Munich paper, as does d'Au jourd'hui . The Zumstein Specialized
shows the paper as being medium strong (according to the
Handbuch definition, 0 .07-0.08mm), Hunziker shows it as of uneven
thickness between 0 .06mm and 0 .09mm, d'Aujourd'hui characterizes
it as "medium strong to thick", and Kuisel does not specify.

My hopes that my measurements could help resolve this contro-
versy were, unfortunately, not realized . The values shown for both
27Da and 27Db, on a limited sample, diverge from that shown for
22C, but not enough, in the case of 27Da, to rule out the possibility
that some of this paper was used in the switch . Both Hunziker and
Kuisel show the appearance of 27D as early as 1856, which agrees
with the data of a 200,000-stamp delivery having been made by the
Mint to the Post Office Department in August 1856; both the
Zumstein catalog and d'Aujourd'hui, on the other hand, show the
earliest known date of use to be 1857 . If the earlier date is correct,
then there is no doubt that we are looking at a paper produced in
Munich, which would mean that paper produced for use in the
production of 22C was, in fact, used to produce 27D.

The parallel controversy of whether any of the early printings of
22D were done on paper left over from stock originally destined for
the printing of 27C is also not resolved be the measurements
reported here, which are inconclusive . Judging strictly from visual
impression, the paper used for the first printing, 22D 1, which first
appeared in January 1856, seems to be a Munich paper and would
point to its original intended use for printing 27C . The paper for
the second printing, which is calendered on one side and exists
printed on the calendered side (22D 2a) as well as on the rough side
(22D 2b), is different from the paper used in the first printing, and
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although date stamps of 1857 predominate, it may well represent an
early delivery from the Sihl paper mill.

The third printing (22D 3), with its uneven and skewed cliché
arrangements, and the fourth printing (22D 4), done in manner of
Type G with tight and precise cliché settings, are both certainly
printed on Zürich paper.

I had not been aware of a controversy that may exist regarding
the paper employed for 24D until I noticed that Kuisel maintains
that there are two different stamps: a lilac rose shade on thin to
medium strong Munich paper (which supposedly also exists on thin
"silk" paper), and a rose shade on medium strong to thick Zürich
paper. The value of 0 .097 that I report is an average from a
number of stamps, all of which are rose shades, from a pale rose to
a strong carmine rose, which vary in thickness all the way from
0 .086mm to 0.110mm . The only certified 24D that I own which
could be described as lilac rose (it is quite different in shade than
the others), is unfortunately on a folded letter and the only way it
could be measured for thickness is by difference from the letter
thickness (risky business, at best, and one has to keep in mind that
the gum of the stamp is intact and gets included in the
measurement). Luckily, I also own a folded letter with a certified carmine
rose shade, 24D, and compared the two with the result that the lilac
rose, supposedly on thinner Munich paper, is 0 .108mm, and the
carmine rose, supposedly on thicker Zürich paper, is 0 .099mm. So
much for settling controversies . Seriously, does anyone have any
information about 24D?

Emergency Paper Prints : The controversy regarding the so-
called emergency printings on thin ("silk" or "cloudy") paper is too
long to go into here and is the subject of a separate paper.
However, there are three observations that I wish to make.

I consider my sample size of 22 stamps too small to make valid
conclusions . The results of the measurements reported here show
amazing uniformity. What is remarkable is that among all the
stamps measured, and the vast majority have Swiss expert certifi-
cates, I did not find one with an average reading below 0 .060mm.
This runs totally against Hunziker's dictum that no stamps above
0.05mm in thickness should be assigned to Type F . There may be
a difference between the spring-loaded "Mitutoyo" micrometer he
used and the "Etalon" I employed ; and although my measurements
seem to be consistently higher than those he reports, I doubt that
the difference would be as serious as it apparently is for the "thin"
stamps . Lastly, the only certified 23F in my possession is on a
folded letter ; measurement by difference shows a value of 0 .066mm,
gum and all.

Last Bern Printings : There are no problems to comment on in
this group . By now, all the upheavals were over, all the printing
was being done on the machine press using Zürich paper, and a safe
routine achieved.
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Conclusions
Paper Thickness : The paper used for all the Munich prints was

remarkably even and can be characterized by a nominal thickness
value of 0 .08mm. This is in conflict with the catalog designation
" thin paper " which is supposed to be interpreted as being in the
0 .04-0 .06mm range . The only deviation from the norm is found in
the 40 Rp value.

The First Bern Printings were also done on paper with a nominal
0 .08mm thickness . This is more in line with the catalog designation
"medium strong paper from Munich" . The only deviations here are
both printings of 25B.

The Middle Bern Printing period, as has been shown, cannot be
correctly divided into an "early" and "late" period based on paper
thickness alone . There are stamps which were undoubtedly printed
on Munich paper, showing a nominal paper thickness as high as
0 .09 and 0 .10mm (26Ca, 26Cb, 27Ca and 27Cb are prime examples;
there are even earlier instances illustrating this, such as 26Aa 1 and
25B). On the other hand, we have found stamps printed on what
is doubtless Zürich paper showing lower thickness values than would
be expected (these include 23Cc II and 26C VIII).

Since the purpose of dividing the Middle Bern period was to
separate the stamps printed on Munich paper from those printed on
Zürich paper during this period, and paper measurement will not do
the job, we have to use an educated guess, based on apparent use
periods, to achieve this . Table II represents the result of such an
endeavor; it must be borne in mind that this cannot be a definitive
division until we find a fool-proof method of separating the two
papers, about which more appears later.

Table II
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The printing group characterized by the change in thread colors
shows a nominal thickness of 0 .09-0 .10mm. The exception here is
the presumably early l Franc printing (27Da), which is on paper
nominally 0 .08mm thick . The catalog calls this "medium strong
paper" .

The stamps examined belonging to the " Emergency " printing issue
show a nominal thickness of 0 .06-0 .07mm . This contrasts with the
0 .03-0 .05mm specified for this group.

The Last Bern Printings are on paper with a nominal thickness
of 0.10-0.11 mm. This corresponds to the catalog's " thick paper
from Zürich " .

An even shorter résumé of the results obtained in the paper
thickness measurement work is given in tabular form, for easy
reference, in Table III :

Table III
Nominal Paper Thickness by Zumstein Types

Imperforate Sitting Helvetias (Strubels)

Paper Provenance : Regarding the attempt to find a firm
dividing line between Munich paper and Zürich paper, my
investigations have brought me to the following point:

Definitely Munich Paper: All Aa, all A, all B (with possible
exception of 25B 2), 22C, 23Ca, 23Cb, 26Ca, 26Cb, 26C IV,
26C VII, 27Ca, 27Cb, 23E, 27E, 22F, 23F, 24F, 25F.

Probably Munich Paper: 22D 1, 27Da.
Possibly Munich Paper : 25B 2, 23Cc 1.
Probably Zürich Paper: 22D 2 (both a and b), 27Db.
Definitely Zürich Paper : 23Cc II, 23Cd, 23Ce, 23Cf, 26C III,

26C V, 26C VI, 26C VIII, 26C IX, 22D 3, 22D 4, 24D, all G.

That leaves six stamps among the "probables" and "possibles" for
which a definite decision is still pending in my mind . They include
the first printing of 22D, which was probably printed on left-over
paper originally meant for the printing of 27C ; 27Da which was
probably printed on paper originally purchased for printing 22C; the
late printing of 25B, which may have been printed using paper
delivered from the Mint in April/May 1856, in which case it could
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be Zürich paper. It also includes a 10 Rp stamp on paper with
light red thread, 23Cc I, which makes its appearance sometime in
1857, with very questionable paper origin, all of which weighs on
the side of possible or probable paper origin in Munich.

As to the second printing of 22D on one-side-calendered paper
with 1857 date stamps and the 1 Franc stamp with yellow thread,
27Db, which shows much thicker paper values than 27Da, my
supposition is that the paper originally destined for 22C printing
eventually ran out and was replaced with paper manufactured in
Zürich. This may also be borne out by the observation that the 1
Franc stamp was in use until the very end of the Strubel period and
demand for it apparently grew from year to year (I have observed
many more date stamps from 1860, 1861 and 1862 than earlier
ones) . Thus, these two stamps appear on the probable Zürich side.

To settle the fate of the "probables" and "possibles," there seem
to be three other tools that are available to differentiate between
Munich and Zürich papers.

According to Hunziker, it has been established that the Zürich
paper manufactured by Sihl has starch used as a filler in the paper,
while the Munich paper manufactured by the Beck mill in Pasing
did not . A drop of iodide solution will show the presence of starch
and the characteristic blue spot produced can be removed with
sodium thiosulfate . Frankly, I have not had the stomach to do this
to any of my Strubels as the long-term effect of this procedure on
the stamp is unknown.

Another method, according to Kuisel, is to differentiate the
papers by means of a quartz lamp. He claims that Munich paper
appears yellow-white under the lamp, which may be of a lighter or
darker shade depending on the particular paper batch, but always
yellow-white . The Zürich paper, according to him, appears grayish
under the lamp, again lighter or darker . These findings have not
been confirmed in subsequent research papers.

Kuisel also mentions that "under the microscope, the [Munich]
paper shows a long fiber structure, consisting of a mixture of silk
and linen rag. The paper contains only a small amount of filler ."
Speaking of the Zürich paper, Kuisel "identifies a short-fiber mass
which consists mainly of filler material ."

Any and all correspondence is welcome (c/o S . Weston, Tell
Editor, PO Box 868, Del Mar CA 92014) . References used are:
—d'Aujourd'hui, Walter ; A New Classification of the Strubel Issue,

Swiss Philatelic Society, Basel, 1982.
—Hunziker, Hans F . ; Strubel, Zumstein & Cie ., Bern, 1986.
—Kuisel, G . ; Strubel, Verband Schweizerischer Philatelisten-Verein,

1949.
—Spezialkatalog und Handbuch ueber die Briefmarken der Schweize-

rischen Eidgenossenschaft, III .Auflage ; A. Hertsch, Zumstein &
Co ., Bern, 1924.

—Spezialkatalog ueber die Briefmarken der Schweiz und von
Liechtenstein, XXIII .Auflage ; Zumstein & Co ., Bern, 1981.
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Tripolis Bei Olten

Translated by Henry Ratz . The following is a loose translation of an article published
in Der Aushang and contains illustrations from three different sources . Complete
credits and additional references may be found at the end of the article.

There are many towns named Tripolis on the map . One is
located on a Greek Peloponnese Island ; one is situated on the Syrian
coast north of Beirut ; another one stands in Turkey . However, the
one that stood as the model for Tripolis - Bei Olten, was Tripolis
in Libya, also known as Oea during the Carthaginian era and
ultimately incorporated with two adjacent cities, Sabrata and Leptis,
into a "three-town" entity called "Tripolis ." Around 46 B .C ., it was
conquered by the Romans who integrated it into their African
Province. Through the centuries it has been occupied by the
Moors, Spaniards, Maltese, Turks and, at its worst, was the most
feared bastion of sea piracy dominating the whole Mediterranean.
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At the beginning of the 20th Century, Italy's Nationalist Party
had some notions about making Italy a superpower once more and,
while protecting their rear against the Austrian Empire with a pact
with Russia, started picking on an empire on the skids, the Ottoman
Turks . In the process, in 1911, they conquered the whole north
African territory called Tripolitania which was, together with some
minor possessions, legally accorded to them at the peace treaty
conference held at Ouchy near Lausanne on October 18, 1912 . This
feat stimulated the patriotic nerve of Italians living around the
world and led directly to the naming of a small corner of Switzer-
land as Tripolis (there were actually two, but only the more
notorious one shall be considered here).

Growing North-South rail traffic required better connections
from Basel to the industrial center of Switzerland . Two rail lines
over and through the Jura Mountains had to be improved by
substantial tunneling . One was to connect Grenchen North with
Moutier (Münster) and the second was to shorten the link between
the Trimbach-Olten area and Sissach . This second tunnel was to be
8 .134 km long and was referred to as the "Hauenstein Basistunnel"
and the work was awarded to the Berlin engineering firm of Julius
Berger for the considerable sum of 25,000,000 sFr . [The title
illustration shows the tunnel entrance and the town (arrow), also
shown is the railroad route to Basel at the upper left .]

View of Tripolis bei Olten with tunnel entrance and supply bridge.
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The beginning of construction in early 1912 brought with it a
whole set of changes in the Trimbach-Winznau area . The influx of
foreign workers and their families, mainly Italian minieris (called,
usually, by the Swiss by their derogatory name Tschingge), required
the construction of a substantial barracks town and a temporary
supply bridge across the river Aare . Following the Ouchy treaty
later on in 1912, the inhabitants proudly named their new quarters
" Tripolis . "

The barracks town grew and grew, and ulti-
mately accommodated 3000 people . On July 1,
1913, the Swiss PTT opened a Class III post office
consisting of a postmaster (Mr . Strub) plus help, Straightline cancel,

a telephone, a telegraph, a circular date canceller, 4x2½x25 mm, black.

and a two-line straight-line canceller . The latter is considered one
of the great rarities among Swiss cancels today . [The former goes
for about 200 Fr . for a nice SON stamp or strip and about 300 Fr.
for a cancel on a clean cover . -HR] The post office was a one-
way setup only; it handled just outgoing mail, while incoming mail
was distributed by the Trimbach post office staff.

Cds 27 mm, black ; in use from July 1, 1913 until the end of 1915.

One of the principal activities of the Tripolis postmaster was
issuing money orders for the minieri who regularly sent large
portions of their pay home to Italy to support their dependents
there. A skilled tunnel worker, regardless of nationality, was paid
6 .70 Fr. for an eight hour shift ; an unskilled laborer was paid 45
centimes per hour.

There was always something happening in Tripolis . Besides the
post office, the town also had a police station, established due to
several stabbings and a murder. There was also a special school for
foreign language children . But the big attraction, which made the
place well-known to outsiders, was its cinema, a first in that area
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of Switzerland . Sundays were especially busy and popular around
Tripolis, drawing big crowds from far away . The cinema was so
popular, a second one was pressed into service very soon . There
were also 32 trattorias and ristorantis, an array of delicatessen,
watchmakers, beauty and cosmetic parlors, butchers, bakers,
jewelry, clothing and hat stores, even a bicycle shop . Tripolis was
well known for its excellent spaghetti dishes, its beautiful girls and
the related bar brawls! [Historians seem to disagree about the
number of restaurants ; one report says that there was only one
restaurant . The right number is probably on the higher end given
the high pay, the stress, and the need of the hard-working miners
for a glass (or bottle) of wine to wash down all the dust . -HR]

Alas, with the good things came bad times as well . The tunnel
work resulted in no less than 4000 accidents, of which 12 ended in
death. Also, the barracks were built and maintained poorly . One
collapsed on December 28, 1912, crushing three of its inhabitants
to death . The sanitary conditions were deplorable too . In particu-
lar, infant mortality was very high with 35 dead babies in 1913
alone. A panel of medical and social experts concluded that the
children in these barracks lacked fresh air and sunshine . They also
found in many instances that toddlers were spoon-fed coffee instead
of milk and that some infants only a few weeks old were given
wine and sometimes schnapps . At the same time they uncovered
babies wrapped like mummies for the purpose of attaining straight
bodies and limbs! By June of 1913 the local press urged the
adjacent villages of Trimbach and Winznau to arrange for regular
trash pickup and provide for sewer evacuation through closed
conduits.

The tunnel was completed in 1916 . Tripolis bei Olten, the town
of the foreign minieris was leveled. All that survived from those
buildings was a permanent tunnel air-pumping station and a few
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auto wrecking yards. However, by the mid-70s, a new subdivision
went up on the grounds of this former barracks town, and thanks
to our hobby, Tripolis bei Olten will stay with us for a while
longer.

Credits and further reading:
—Der Aushang, No. 12, 4/1988, pp . 5-9; Messrs . Albiez, Treffer,

and Galliker . This is a quarterly stamp journal written in
German, edited and produced by Thomas Galliker, a member of
the Zuger Philatelistenverein, and apparently paid for out of his
own pocket with a bit of sponsoring help from local businesses.
The journal deals mainly, but not exclusively, with Swiss
philately and contains stimulating articles of a wide variety . As
a whole, a very noble and remarkable effort to spread knowledge
and information in our hobby . All issues so far published will
be sent to the APRL library shortly.

—"Philatelisten Verein, Olten, Festschrift, 1899-1974", pp. 38-4?;
Beat Voegtli.

—"Der Bau des Hauenstein-Basistunnels, Denkschrift", 1917; Julius
Berger ; Tiefbau Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin.

Special thanks to Charles LaBlonde and Felix Ganz who sent me
their copies of Der Aushang, and to Bud Fahs and his lovely wife,
who sacrificed a whole day of their last Swiss vacation in the search
of Olten's town library, and to Olten's helpful librarian, Chris Rast.
For the purists among you, should you ever be passing by Olten,
and want to nose around a bit in this area, the site of the former
Tripolis post office is located at today's Rankweg 101, Winznau.

Members' Mini-Ads

All members are entitled to have two, four-line "mini-ads"
printed for free each year (or one, eight-line ad) . An ad of less
than four lines (or less than four-line multiples : 8, 12, etc .) is
counted in four-line blocks . Additional ads (or four-line blocks)
cost $4 .50 each, payable in advance (sorry, we can't bill you at
these rates; make checks payable to "AHPS") . Deadline is the first
of the month prior to the issue date (i .e . ; Dec . 1 for Jan . issue).
Mail ads to : Tell Editor, PO Box 868, Del Mar CA 92014.
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Swiss Postage Rates Project

	

Steven S . Weston
Part I: Inland Letters

This begins a project to compile and publish a definitive set of
tables of Swiss federal postage rates beginning in 1849 up to the
present postal tariff. Although I have a great deal of source
material regarding postal rates, I have often found it incomplete,
erroneous and inconclusive ; for example, one document may cite a
particular beginning date that conflicts with the date cited in
another document. And, that's why I need your help.

In each issue, a set of postal rates will be presented . If you find
an error, please write to me describing the error and correction, and
enclose a photocopy of your source document (hopefully an official
rate table issued by the postal authority) . We know that some
previously published postal rate tables are incorrect, so you cannot
assume that any error you spot is actually an error . In any case, if
you know something may be amiss, please write.

At the end of the project, a complete set of rate tables will be
published for the membership . Also, a PC-based computer program
may be developed (I'm hedging a little) that will calculate the rate
based upon the mailing piece, date, weight, handling, etc . ; and will,
alternately, calculate the weight given the above data plus postage
used on the piece.

Part I of the project involves domestic (Inland) rates for letters.
Sources used are the 1985 Michel Schweiz/Liechtenstein Catalog
(suspected to be erroneous), rate tables published by the Ring of
Liechtenstein Collectors, and additional notes.

My address : Steven S. Weston, PO Box 868, Del Mar CA 92014.

Letters - Inland Traffic

	

Table I .a
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Letters - Inland Traffic

	

Table I .b

Letters - Inland Traffic

	

Table I .c

Inland Traffic Postage Due Penalties Table I .d

(to be continued)
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AHPS Mail Auction

Auction #86 has a few Swiss and Liechtenstein stamp lots, a
good selection of covers, and a fine selection of covers and
postcards with Pén cancellations from 1899 to 1937 . The next
auction is planned for July 1990 . Good material is urgently needed.
Lots received prior to May 15 will definitely be in the July auction.

AHPS Mail Auction #86

	

Closing Date : April 15, 1990
Values are from Zumstein 1989/90 Catalog unless stated otherwise ; 1 sFr . = $ .65.
Send bids to : Vinai D. Grim, PO Box 674, Minocqua WI 54548

Lot Description	 $ Catalog/Est
SWITZERLAND — LIECHTENSTEIN

1 Z .35 (Sc .48) 60c Sitting Helvetia, used, F, nicely centered ; almost
SON Bern 19 .VII .64 cancel . Minimum bid $50 .00	 150 .00

2 Z .163y-164y Coat of Arms chalk paper issue, used, F-VF centering,
lightly canceled ; 90c has 2 short perfs, 120c has 1 short perf (as is
normal for this issue where w/ all perfs intact call for 50% premium).
Minimum bid $22 .00	 91 .00

3 Z .WI III Italian language PJ forerunner, nicely centered with parts of
2 cds ; very lightly soiled, bottom right corner perf crease, nearly
unnoticeable 1mm and 2mm tears on right, 2 perfs disturbed but intact,
Rellstab cert . (1988) and Liniger cert (1979) . Zum . catalog sFr . 7500.
Minimum bid $300. Est	 600 .00

4 Z .WI 4-6 (Sc .B4-6) 1916 PJ set, VF with fresh appearance,
4 & 6 MH (very lightly), 5 MNH	 154 .00

5 Coll . of 185 Swiss Railway Stamps : 1874 Jura Industrial issues (12, 7
different, 1981 cat . £32) ; 1940-50 error 5 Fr . brown-olive cat . £30;
1913-50 Federal Issues (166, most values included with some duplica-
tion) ; 6 imperforate proofs . Minimum bid $500 .00	 800 .00

6 Z .233-4 (Sc .244-5) 1950 Liechtenstein Animals, two B/4, VF, NG;
centered Vaduz first day cancel on both blocks	 286 .00

AIRMAIL
7 Z .F II 1913 Airmail Precursor, used with some blunt perforations;

very pretty stamp with SON cancel in blue ink 	 310 .00
8 Z .F 1-2 (Sc .C1-2) Propeller Overprints, MH, OG ; Von der Weid

color photo certificate (1989) states "genuine red overprint, unused
with original gum and light hinges . The stamps are in good condition,
well centered and perforated ." Minimum bid $140 .00	 312 .00

9 Z.F 13 (Sc .C15) Airmail 2 Fr . MH very fine ; Minimum bid $70 .00	 156 .00

COVERS
10 Z.W II 71-75 (Sc .B242-46) 1955 Pro Patria FDC, clean and nicely

canceled ; registered U .S . size with French cancel addressed to
N . Sacramento, CA	 81 .00

11 Z .324-27 (Sc .355-58) 1956 Publicity issue FDC, clean with single
cancel ; registered U .S . size with French FD cancel addressed to
Sacramento, CA	 42 .00

12 Z .355-72 1960 Historic Motifs and Monuments on 2 cacheted FDC,
excellent condition with all nice FD cancels ; minimum bid $200	 520 .00

13 Z.391-94 (Sc .397A, 398A, 399A, 399B) 1963 Historic Monuments
cacheted FDC, clean fresh appearance	 36 .00

14 Z .412-27 (Sc .440-55) 1964/68 Historic Monuments on 5 cacheted
FDCs, clean fresh appearance	 42 .00

15 Z .534/536-41 (Sc .569/571-76) Architecture on 2 cacheted FDC,
clean fresh appearance	 19 .00

16 Z.WI 143-47 (Sc .B217-21) 1952 Pro Juventute FDC, clean nice
FD cancel ; airmail U .S . size Bern to Luzerne, PA	 81 .00
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17 Z.WI 153-57 (Sc .B232-36) 1954 Pro Juventute on cacheted FDC 	 72 .00
18 Z.WII 66-70 (Sc .B237-41) 1954 Pro Patria, clean cover with nice

cds cancels ; airmail Zurich to London 	 39 .00
19 Z .K45L-47L, S63L-65L, K49L/S67 on 3 uncacheted FDC, clean covers

with Bern cds ; tête-bêche and interspace pairs	 36 .00
20 Z .228-30 (Sc .240-42) Liechtenstein Schellenberg Anniversary set FDC,

attractive clean cover nicely canceled ; registered Vaduz to NYC	 72 .00
21 Z .232-34 (Sc .243-45) Liechtenstein 1950 Animal set FDC, US size

registered to NYC	 104 .00
22 Inaugural Flight Cover, Zurich-Rio-Sao Paulo, addressed to

Luzerne PA and franked with pair of Z .F 44 (Sc .C44), canceled
Zurich 27 .V.54 and Sao Paulo 28 Mai 54 ; 1984 Luftpost Handbook
sFr . 100 . Est	 75 .00

23 Z.F 42 (Sc .C42) Special flight cover, Maiden voyage Swissair
Geneve/Washington 2 .V .47 back stamped Washington DC,
May 2, 1947, 6 PM	 29 .00

24 Z.349-50 (Sc .376-77) 1959 Europa overprint issue FDC, cover shows
signs of handling ; cacheted with special Montreux CONFERENCE
EUROPEENNE DES PTT cancel	 26 .00

25 Z.WI 45-48 (Sc .B45-48) Pro Juventute registered cover, 12mm tear at
top center ; cds Robenhausen-Stegen	 52 .00

26 Z .WIII 25w-28w (Sc .B170-73) 1948 Olympics registered FDC, top
margin trimmed, cover hinged to black paper backing ; cds Krienz	 117 .00

27 Z .WIII 25w-28w (Sc .B170-73) 1948 Olympics registered cover, upper
and lower edges somewhat frayed; cds St . Gallen	 32 .50

28 Five covers, cond . varies with 1 tear and 2 show folds ; 3 registered, to
Milwaukee with Z .343-6, to Belgium with Z .285-6, 288, 290, 257, 204,
Zurich 17 .III .53 airmail to Los Angeles, 2 express with one franked with
Z .K37 (Pr. and B/4) and the other Zurich to Brussels with 1945 PJ and
Z.206, Est	 38 .00

SPECIAL PEN CANCELS
Cancellation numbers and catalog values are from the 1988 Zumstein Pén Catalog.
29 S .14 Postcard, Festplatz slightly doubled, minor tear (8 mm) in card;

card shows Sangerfest Bern 1899 with singing and drinking bears 	 130 .00
30 S .20 Postcard, two cancels with 20% overlap ; card showing Pont du

Regional is franked with Z .77B w/pf . above "N" in Universelle	 39 .00
31 S .22 Postcard, cancel is almost completely clear of printed area and

card has several pinholes in margins ; color postcard shows
exhibition compound	 39 .00

32 S .24 Postcard, good strike over postcard printing, some stains and also
toning from corner mounts ; card shows B&W picture of exhibition hall

	

39 .00
33 S .25 II Postcard, good strike over postcard printing ; official color

postcard showing clock tower and festival hall 	 32 .50
34 S .25 II Postcard, overlapping strikes ; official color postcard showing

grand entrance gate to festival hall 	 32 .50
35 S .31 Postcard, two strikes with one clear of all printing ; official card

showing bull's head 	 45 .50
36 S.31 Postcard, two strikes partially obscured by receiving strike and

postcard printing ; official card showing farm-wife feeding poultry 	 45 .50
37 S.33 I Postcard, two strikes, one partial and somewhat obscured by

printing, the other on stamp with 1% clipped by card edge ; color
postcard showing bear w/carbine, flag and winners cup 	 45 .50

38 S.34 Postcard, three strikes partially obscured by stamps (Z .58B, 59B)
and printing; on half of postal reply card (PK 27) to Hannover 	 45 .50

39 S .36 II Postcard, two overlapping strikes partially obscured by
printing and stamp; color postcard shows view of Bern 	 39 .00

40 S .40 Printed Cover, single clean strike	 32 .50
41 S .43 Postcard, single strike ; official postcard with color picture of

timber jacks	 32 .50
42 S.46 Postcard, single partial (85%) strike on stamp ; color postcard

showing festival hall	 60 .00
43 S.50 Postcard, single clear strike on stamp ; B&W view of casino . . . . 97.50
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44 S.113 Postcard (PK 94 II), three strikes (1 .VIII.25) ; additional air mail
franking (Z .F 4) Geneva-Zurich arrival 3 .VIII .25 . Est	 65 .00

45 S.116 Cover, clean strike ; cover sent by French delegation with cds
Locarno * LETTERE * 	 49 .00

46 S.116 Unaddressed cover, three strikes ; franked with Z .149 pair, Z .136
pair, Z .146 strip of 5, Z .105-6, cds Locarno * LETTERE * . Est	 90 .00

47 S.116 Hand-addressed luxury cover, single strike ; U .S . size (approx .)
cover franked with vending coil Z .158, Locarno cds has two oak-leaf
clusters, not the usual * LETTERE * 	 49 .00

48 S.138 Small addressed cover, single clean strike, very nice	 78 .00
49 S.149 Official black and orange postcard, two strikes, one completely

clear ; franked with Z .186 and Z .F 18 w/ receiving special cancel of
Ebrach (Luftpost Handbook SF .32 .6) . Est	 65 .00

50 S.175 Addressed post card, single clean strike	 59 .00
51 S.175 Postal card (PK 116y II), two clean strikes, one completely clear

	

59 .00

MISCELLANEOUS
52 PTT Presentation book given to a delegate at the 1989 UPU Congress

held in Washington DC, hardbound green book embossed with gold PTT
emblem and contains presentation page and all Swiss issues 1984-1988,
face value of stamps over sFr . 104 . Minimum bid	 110 .00

53 Z.243-7 (Sc .270-4), MH ; set on PTT Collection Sheet No . 22	 44 .00
54 USA-SWITZERLAND magazine, edition of May, 1947, philatelic articles

on the occasion of the Centenary of Stamps in the USA . A few copies,
donated by Sophie Buser, are still available . Each includes, as an
insert, Swiss Collection sheet No .90 with a 24 .11 .47 cancellation date.
Minimum bid per copy	 15 .00

PRICES REALIZED
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AHPS at World Stamp Expo

	

Harlan F . Stone

By virtue of its
"A" position in the
alphabet, AHPS re-
ceived a front-row
position for its one-
frame society exhibit
at World Stamp Expo
in Washington DC on
Nov. 17-20 and Nov.
24-Dec. 3 . All 104
organization frames,
located next to -the
front entrance of the
show, were designed
to describe different
collecting areas and
attract new members
to specialty groups.

Contributors of material to the 16-page AHPS display were
Howard Bauman, Kenneth Barlow, Ernest Bergman, Felix Ganz,
Charles LaBlonde, Bruce Marsden, Robert Rainey, and me, your
Publicity Chairman.

The American Philatelic Research Library, in its one-frame
exhibit, included the logo of Tell on a page illustrating the great
diversity of publications it receives.

The AHPS frame, an AHPS sign at the Swiss PTT sales booth,
computer-displayed information on Expo events, and publicity in
the philatelic press all helped draw 25 non-members to the AHPS
public program on Dec . 3 . VP Bud Fahs distributed information on
Swiss catalogs, the PTT's new issue service, this journal Tell, and
other AHPS membership benefits . He also had on hand home-
made Swiss stamp packets for youths . Slide Chairman Dick Blaney
introduced the AHPS program "Switzerland: A Panorama of Its
Postal History and Stamps . "

The USPS is returning the AHPS display intact for future use.
Although I am returning the material to the owners, I will be
investigating ways to recreate the display as a permanent AHPS
publicity exhibit . The 1992 expo planned for Chicago, to mark the
500th anniversary of Columbus's discovery of America, will also
reportedly include one-frame organization exhibits.

Harlan Stone in front of the AHPS exhibit.
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Exhibition Collection Sheets

	

Steven S . Weston

A recent article in the Helvetia Newsletter by Adriano Gervasi
brought these collectible items to my attention. Many of you are
probably familiar with the Collection Sheets (Sammelblätter) of the
Swiss PTT. Starting in 1979, the PTT introduced special collection
sheets in a different size (210 x 148 mm) that were only sold at the
Swiss PTT counter at philatelic exhibitions in foreign countries.

Their purpose was to increase public visits and sales at the
exhibition sales booth . The sheets were not available by post or to
subscribers; they could only be purchased at the PTT counter inside
the exhibition hall during the period of the exhibition.

The sheets usually carry one or more normal stamps, or a mini-
sheet and are cancelled for the opening date of the show . The
stamps and/or the cancellation are usually related to the exhibition
location or the exhibition itself . The example below was produced
for the recent Philexfrance show and shows the Swiss stamp which
was part of a joint issue with France honoring Jean Tinguely . The
K-cancel is from Neyruz, Tinguely's birthplace.

The number of sheets produced for a given show can be quite
small and all were produced in limited quantities . Quite often the
PTT underestimated demand and their stock would be sold out
before the end of the show.

The first of these sheets was sold at the Bilaterale Ausstellung in
Rottweil, West Germany on June 14, 1979. Since then, a total of
36 sheets have been produced (or 37 if a sheet was issued at the
World Stamp Expo '89 in November 1989) . A recent dealer adver-
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tisement in the SBZ listed sale prices in the 8 to 32 Francs range
except for the first three which were listed as "ankauf ." For sFr.
450.—, one can obtain the entire run, less the first three . Below is
a list of the Exhibition Collection Sheets issued to date (10/89).

No . Place Exhibition Year
1 Rottweil Bilaterale Ausstellung 1979
2 Hamburg Intern . Verkehrsausstellung 1979
3 Leverkusen Najubria 79 1989
4 London Intern . Stamp Exhibition 1980
5 Essen 3 . Intern . Briefmarken-Messe 1980
6 Stuttgart Naposta 81 1981
7 Essen 4 . Intern . Breifmarken -Messe 1982
8 Paris Philexfrance 1982
9 Leverkusen 36 . Bundestag, 83 . Phil. Tag 1982
10 Rodenberg Najubria 83 1983
11 Limburg Lympurga 83 1983
12 Osnabrück 37 . Bendestag, 84 . Phil . Tag 1983
13 Hamburg I Salon der Philat . I 1984
14 Essen 5 . Intern . Briefmarken-Messe 1984
15 Rottweil Modern 84 1984
16 Hamburg II Salon der Philat . II & UPU Congress 1984
17 Rome Eurphila 1984
18 Braunschweig Cent . Verein Braunschweig . Briefmarkensammler 1985
19 Stuttgart Südwest 85 1985
20 Hamburg Naposta / Mophila 85 1985
21 Sindelfingen Briefmarkenbörse Südwest 85 1985
22 Rome Italia 85 1985
23 Essen 6 . Intern . Briefmarken-Messe 1986
24 Osnabrück UNO-Pax 1986
25 Stockholm Stockholmia 86 1986
26 Villingen Najubria 86 1986
27 Paris 40 . Salon Philat . d'Automne 1986
28 Lens 60 . Congrès Phil . Nationale 1987
29 Sindelfingen Südwest 87 1987
30 Köln Philatelie 87 1987
31 Essen 7 . Intern . Briefmarken-Messe 1988
32 Salzburg Trilaterale 88 1988
33 Den Haag Filacept 88 1988
34 Frankfurt Naposta / Iphila 89 1989
35 Nürtingen (unk .) 1989
36 Paris Philexfrance 89 1989

Membership Report Richard Hall
New Members

2350 Glenn Harrington, Wash . 2351 Corbin Miller, California
2352 Ivan Schaeffer, Maryland 2353 Robert Varrin, Delaware
2354 Nils Agrell, New York 2355 E .J . "Jim" Bishop, Florida
2356 Arthur Dommen, Maryland 2357 Fritz Graf, B.C., Canada
2358 William Hall, New Jersey 2359 Ralph Lantz, Ohio
2360 Virginia McClung, D .C . 2361 David McConagha, MD
2362 Bill Schellenberg, California 2363 Ian Utsinger, New Mexico

Reinstatements
1479 Charles Gaudette

	

1070 A . A. Chilese

Deceased
1124 Isaac S. Goodman
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